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ABSTRACT 
 
Environmental samples used in gamma ray spectroscopy are in general not point sources, actually large sources 
are needed which have in general very low specific activities determining in the most cases the use of short 
detector-source distances. As a consequence, effects of self absorption appear mainly for low energy photons, 
and the crystal detector dimensions become comparable with the source dimensions. 
In this work, an alternative method to obtain the detection efficiency for large sources in gamma spectroscopy 
measurements is proposed, in which solid point sources together with a matrix of sand are used in order to 
determine the detection efficiency when large sources are involved. Monte Carlo simulations were also done in 
order to explain effects like absorption of photons due to a matrix of sand used in the experiment.  
 
                                       

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In some specific applications of gamma spectroscopy the efficiency measurement of the 
detector is easily obtained if the activity of the source is low (< µ Ci) and point sources are 
considered. The detector-source distance is also another parameter to take into account. 
Studies involving environmental samples, which are in general not point sources and have 
very low specific activities, short detector-source distances must be used [1,2]. The first 
consequence of having an extended source instead of point sources is the effect of self 
absorption mainly for low energy photons. Another effect to take into account is the 
geometrical nature of the measurement because the crystal detector dimensions become 
comparable with the source dimensions [3]. Due to these facts an appropriated treatment for 
the efficiency measurement must be done. 
One simple method consists in using standard sources with the same dimension and matrix 
composition of the environmental samples. Otherwise, frequently, the standard sources must 
be liquid, adding difficulties of handling or worse, the loss in the precision activity. In this 
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work we show an alternative method to perform the calibration of a germanium detector 
when large sources are used, based in the distribution of standard point sources on a matrix 
simulating an environmental source. Finally, Monte Carlo calculations were done in order to 
elucidate effects of absorption and backscattering of photons in the used matrix. 
 
                                                                                                           

2. THE METHOD 
 
In this method we suppose that the sample studied has a cylindrical shape where the most 
important dimension is its radius. This cylinder is positioned with one of the faces looking the 
frontal face of the germanium detector. See figure 1. 
One way to take into account, in an efficiency measurement, the spatial distribution of a large 
source, specially its area and thickness, is the simultaneous measurement of the calibration 
standard source together with the sample of interest. For this study two experimental setups 
were considered, one in which the calibration source is positioned in the frontal surface of the 
sample, and the second the calibration source is positioned in the rear surface of the sample. 
Actually we have a distribution for the position of the calibration sources, which consists of 
seventeen geometrical points. (See figure 2). This distribution was used for determining the 
efficiency on the detector for the two configurations, frontal and rear positions. Finally, 
combining the measurements of both setups, a combined efficiency is obtained. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Experimental setup 

 
 
 

                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Source point distribution. 
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2.1. Efficiency measurements 

 
It was considered a sample of sand, inside of a polyethylene holder of cylindrical shape of 47 
mm in diameter and 0.6 mm of height. The holder was filled of 16.7 g of sand previously 
sieved. A calibration standard source of 152Eu with an activity of 19.1 kBq was used, the 
detector-source distance was 10 cm. Two experimental setups were considered, one to obtain 
the frontal efficiency (source in front of the sample) and the second one to measure the rear 
efficiency (source in the back of the sample). See Figs. 1 and 2. The acquisition time was 10 
min per source position, summing an overall time of 17x10=170 min. 
In order to validate our methodology, the efficiency curve obtained was compared with 
another efficiency curve which comes from a measurement using a standard liquid source of 
152Eu, which has been referred as the standard efficiency εstandard. This last measurement 
considers a sample composed by the same sand but doped with 152Eu liquid source. The 
specific activity was 42.7 Bq.ml-1, resulting in 187 Bq. After the addition of the liquid source 
to the sand, it was submitted to a homogenizing process and heating in a stove (50 oC) for 
drying. Finally the sand was positioned in the same polyethylene holder in order to perform 
the measurements. Acquisition time was 60 min. All the measurements were done using a Ge 
detector of 40% efficiency associated with conventional electronics. 
 

2.2. Efficiency fitting 
 
The two setups produce two efficiency curves which can be fitted using the following 
analytic functions: 
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 −= ∑ µε  (2) 
 
The parameters Ai, Bi, ai, bi and ∆x must be fitted in the equations 1. The mass attenuation 
coefficient µ(E) and the effective thickness attenuation ∆x, appears in equation 2. The 
thickness attenuation ∆x was considered due to the effect of photon absorption in the sample. 
Fitting was done in the following way: 

a) fit  εfrontal(E) according to equation 1; 
b) fit εrear(E) using the Ai and the ai values as  initial values of Bi and bi, respectively and 

keep them invariant in order to fit only the value of ∆x; 
c) finally fit all the parameters Bi , bi and ∆x, simultaneously. 

 

2.3. Combining the Efficiencies 
 
Now, it is possible to create a combined efficiency εlargesource calculating the geometric 
average of the two efficiencies: 

)()()(arg EEE rearfrontalesourcel εεε =  (3) 
 
The geometric average is equivalent to the efficiency from the half-thickness layer of the 
sample, being an effective efficiency for the system. 
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If the coefficients fitted were similar (taking into account their standard deviations) Ai ≈ Bi 
and ai ≈ bi, either one of the following expressions can be used: 
 

])(exp[)()(arg xEEE frontalesourcel ∆−= µεε  (4) 
or 

]2/)(exp[)()(arg xEEE frontalesourcel ∆−= µεε  (5) 
 
 
                                                               

3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 
 
In this work, the overall experiment was simulated using the MCNP code [4]. The germanium 
detector geometry was modeled according to its specification sheet [5] and the geometry of 
the sample follows the descriptions of the section 2. The source of photons was isotropic and 
followed the position distribution of the figure 2. In addition, for the source was used the 
energy spectrum emission of a 152Eu taking into account the photon probability emission. The 
number of histories for each setup (three for the simulations) was N=1x108 lasting around 
140 min computational time. The spectrum was generated using the MCNP score function 
F8[4]. 
 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1. Experimental 
 
In the figure below we show the εlargesource together with the εstandard. It is clear that the first 
efficiency is systematically smaller than the second. The main discrepancy appears in the low 
energy photon region where the effect of absorption is more important. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Figure 3. Comparison between efficiencies: εεεεlargesource and εεεεstandard. 
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4.2. Numerical simulation 
 
Monte Carlo simulation, see figure 4, shows 152Eu spectra, collected in the detector for the 
frontal and rear efficiencies and a setup in which there is no sand matrix.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
         
            
 
 
 
The effect of using a matrix for the total absorption photopeak is not so relevant. On the other 
hand if a low probability transition photon is of interest and has a photon emission energy in 
the low energy range of the spectrum, its analysis will be difficult because the backscattering 
continuous shape will be more intense. In addition, the backscattering events for the three 
setups are almost the same, considering their standard deviations (see detail of the figure 4).  
The simulations show that the attenuation effect due to the matrix is not relevant, because of 
the small thickness of the matrix (0.6 mm). See figure 4.  
This information gives us a way to plan the dimensions of the matrix sand to perform the 
calibration detector measurements in order to diminish effects of backscattering and 
absorption of photons. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Reliability tests of the method were successfully performed using the 152Eu standard source. 
A small difference was observed between the efficiency obtained by the method εεεεlargesource 

Figure 4. Spectra of 152Eu using Monte Carlo simulation. The crosses and 
the triangles are for the εεεεfrontal and εεεεrear ,respectively, and the circles are for 
the setup without the sand matrix. 
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and the efficiency using the doped sample εεεεstandard. Two factors can be the origin of this 
difference: 
 a) We suspect that the efficiency obtained by the method is overestimated, because the 
punctual standard source was not positioned in the more extreme area (with radii ranging 
from 2 cm up to 2.3 cm, see figure 2). Not only the Monte Carlo simulations showed the 
effects of backscattering and attenuation of photons due to the matrix but in future 
simulations the contributions of the different regions of the matrix to the efficiency curve will 
be studied. 
b) The standard efficiency εεεεstandard is a little underestimated due to a probable loss of activity 
during the doping process. In order to have more precision for the activity value a method 
based in the mass variation will be used.  
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